App Annie Intelligence Free Plan
for Product Managers

App Annie
Inform your product roadmap with sound,
comprehensive market data
The mobile app world evolves quickly and app
publishers constantly launch new features to stay
competitive. As a product manager, you need
sound, comprehensive market data to see what
works and what doesn’t and to inform your
product roadmap.

App Annie can help you to build a successful
app by surfacing category leaders, identifying
key competitive features, and understanding
consumer sentiment. All with a free App Annie
account.
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Discover
Discover category leaders and apps
gaining traction
If you were a product manager for a retail app,
use our Top Apps report to see that in the
Shopping category, Amazon ranks #1 and Target
moved up one spot to #9 from the previous day.
Consumer sentiment for the app improved from
four to five stars with the release of the latest
version.
Want to know more about this version release?

Aug 7, 2017
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Learn
Learn about new product improvements
The App Details page provides the app
description, outlines the product improvements
an app publisher has made over time, and much
more. Focusing on version updates, on August
7th, Target integrated Cartwheel into its main
app with version 9.0.
How do you know if this strategy had an impact?
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Measure
Measure impact of new features
Our Rank History report provides feature
bubbles, which are indicators of version updates.
The three version updates in August all featured
the Cartwheel integration. Subsequently, there
was a significant spike in ranks.
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Assess
Assess feedback directly from customers
Ranking data can only inform so much. It is
also important to get feedback directly from
consumers using our Reviews report.
Additionally, reviews can even provide new
feature ideas. One user suggested creating
a shareable product link.
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All This & More with a Premium Plan:
✓ Benchmark your downloads or active users
against competitors

Conclusion
In summary, you learned that Target saw a significant
uptick in rank after integrating a coupon feature and
received positive reviews from users. As a product
manager, you could decide to pursue a similar feature
and even estimate how it would impact your app’s rank.
G E T S TA R T E D F O R F R E E T O D AY

✓ Profile your mobile users
✓ Surface other apps or services that appeal
to your user base

✓ Use demographics to identify growth
opportunities

✓ Expand your portfolio based on user interests
✓ Analyze the engagement drivers for
competitors

C O N TA C T S A L E S
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Thank You

A P PA N N I E . C O M

